Working Group on Agriculture Communications

14 May 2018
Royal Orchid Sheraton Bangkok, Thailand
SNRD Communication - Website

https://snrd-asia.org/workgroup/agriculture/
SNRD Communication – Knowledge Products

- WG Factsheets are updated and available during WG Hotspot on Wednesday (no banner for this year)
Monthly SNRD E-Newsletter

- Seek for inputs at the beginning of the month
- Send out no later than 2\textsuperscript{nd} or 3\textsuperscript{rd} week

Propose:
- High resolution jpeg, png
- Size must be less than 1 mb
Dear WGA members!

We wish you a Happy Solar New Year celebrated in many countries in Asia. We are now...
Dear WGA members!

We wish you a Happy Solar New Year celebrated in many countries in Asia. We are now delighted to share with you the March issue of the WGA newsletter. Topics that will be included are:

- Strengthening Smallholder Farmer Groups in the Philippines and Indonesia in Coconut Oil Production
- ABACA Sustainability Initiative (ASI): An Impact Assessment
- Development of a Standard Training Modules for the Cooperative Sector in Nepal
- Healthy Seedling = Rich Harvest
- BRIA Philippines - Making farming more profitable and rewarding in the Philippines
- Riverbed Farming: Offering Opportunities for Income Generation and Food Security
- MOSA Training is coming to town!
- What is BRIA doing in Indonesia?
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WGA Virtual Meeting

Skype for Business
WGA Virtual Meeting

This allows us to:

• Collaborate anytime, anywhere with online meetings

• Work like you’re all in one room, even when you are not. From team meetings to live streaming a meeting, or dialing into a conference call.

Future plan:

1. Webinar in June collaboration with SNRD Africa
Recommendations

- Recommendation for agenda setting
- Recommendation for better exchange
Thank you for your attention!